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▲ Imma has nearly 300,000 Instagram followers and has partnered with Ferragamo; she’s shot editorials with

fashion magazines. She’s not real. SOURCE: AWW
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Virtual influencers were
already gaining, well,
influence long before Covid-
19 struck.

Seraphine’s flowing pink
hair and cat-themed
Instagram posts had attracted
thousands of fans when the
news that she was created by

Riot Games Inc. — the studio behind smash-
hit esports game League of Legends — sent
her account viral. Now her follower count is
nearly 400,000 and she’s making
appearances in Shanghai to promote her
music, while most flesh-and-blood social-
media stars are stuck at home. Despite not
being real, she still sometimes wears a
mask.

While Covid Locks
Down Human

Stars
The pandemic isn’t a problem when you’re

computer-generated.

By Thuy Ong
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▲ While most flesh-and-blood social-media stars are stuck at home,
Seraphine can enjoy the sun by the beach. SOURCE: RIOT GAMES

At a time when interacting safely with
other humans can no longer be taken for
granted, the appetite for digital
spokespeople is accelerating. Brands are
expected to spend as much as $15 billion
annually on influencer marketing by 2022,
up from $8 billion last year, according to
Business Insider Intelligence. A growing
slice of that money belongs to virtual
influencers, and traditional marketing is
experiencing serious disruption.



“Virtual influencers, while fake, have
real business potential,” says Christopher
Travers, the founder of virtualhumans.org,
a website that documents the industry.
“They are cheaper to work with than
humans in the long term, are 100%
controllable, can appear in many places at
once, and, most importantly, they never
age or die.”

Seraphine — who on Oct. 13 was also
revealed to be a playable character on
League of Legends, which draws as many as
8 million concurrent daily users — is one of
about 125 active virtual influencers,
according to Travers. More than 50 of those
debuted on social media in the 18 months
to June 2020. On YouTube, virtual
influencers number more than 5,000.

Digital avatars developed by creative
agencies, the biggest influencers can attract
brand partnerships and other lucrative
deals. With 2.8 million social-media
followers and a fee of about $8,500 per
sponsored post, Lil Miquela — a “model”
who’s done promotions for Calvin Klein,
Prada and other fashion brands — is the
industry’s highest earner, according to
OnBuy, a U.K.-based online marketplace.
OnBuy estimates Lil Miquela will make
about $11.7 million for her creators this



year. As Covid-19 leads to the cancellation
of product launches and sponsored travel,
some human influencers are seeing revenue
streams dry up. Meanwhile Lil Miquela
recently debuted a music video at this
year’s online-only Lollapalooza festival.

The pandemic may be bringing virtual
influencers to the fore but the trend’s real
driver is Gen Z. That cohort is expected to
number more than 2.56 billion by the end
of this year. And as its oldest members start
to hit their mid-20s, their earnings are
growing, making them attractive to
marketers worldwide. According to
McKinsey & Co., millennials and Gen Z
represent spending power of about $350
billion in the U.S. alone.

Being fictional doesn’t make an
influencer like Seraphine any less relatable
to this audience, says Patrick Morales, the
character’s creative director at Riot Games.

“Knowing the interests and browsing
habits of our young and tech-savvy player
base... it became apparent that social media
provided a potential platform for
storytelling in a way that wasn’t possible for



other parts of our fantasy-based IP,” he
said.

Investors are interested too. Superplastic
Inc. — the Vermont-based animation and
entertainment branding company behind
influencers Janky and Guggimon, as well as
a range of art toys and apparel — raised
$10m in seed funding in August 2019, and
an additional $6 million this October 2020.
Craft Ventures, SV Angels and Scooter
Braun (who manages Ariana Grande and
Justin Bieber, among others) all invested.
And Aww Inc., a Japanese start-up whose
virtual humans include Imma and Plustic
Boy, raised $1m in a seed round from Coral
Capital in September.
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▲ Imma plays “Geistesblitz” with her brother @plusticboy. Imma’s creator says she was originally intended as
an art project rather than a marketing tool and just happened to attract sponsorship. SOURCE: AWW

Scrolling on your phone quickly, you
could be forgiven for thinking Aww’s Imma
— who has bright pink hair, goofy dance
moves and a stylish wardrobe — is human.
More than 300,000 Instagram followers see
her partnerships with brands like Salvatore
Ferragamo SpA; she’s shot editorials with
fashion magazines and participates in viral
challenges on video-sharing app TikTok,
where her version of the #syncchallenge,
which involves a handshake that ends with
a mimed gunshot, garnered over 5.6 million
views. Her social posts show her visiting art
galleries and — in a recent campaign for
Ikea — “living” inside the Swedish
homeware giant’s store in Tokyo’s trendy
Harajuku district.

Aww employs around 20 people, most of
whom have film production backgrounds.
The company uses 3-D scanning, motion
capture, facial capture and photo-realistic
modeling to create its characters, which are
also optimized for a number of game
engines (tools used by developers to build
video games).



“When we created her look, we wanted
to think like how overseas [people] think of
Japan, so that was the idea of her
originally,” said Yumi An Anzai, a director
at Aww. She says Imma was originally
intended as an art project rather than a
marketing tool and just happened to attract
sponsorship. “We didn’t create her because
we wanted to achieve a marketing plan or
anything, we just believed in the
possibilities of the future and then the
market followed.”

While many virtual influencers are



human in appearance, companies like
Superplastic are betting on more fantastical
creations like Janky and Guggimon, who
have 2.3 million Instagram followers
between them. Janky is a “celebrity
stuntman” who looks like a tall cat crossed
with a bear, while Guggimon resembles a
towering bunny with shark teeth. In one
video, both characters are seen aimlessly
dancing, Janky with an ax in his head. In
another sponsored post, they stand in front
of a Prada store front they’ve just destroyed
in their DeLorean car. Both are dressed in
outfits from the fashion house.

“Because they live both in the physical
world and a digital one, there really isn’t a
limit to their universe,” Superplastic
founder Paul Budnitz said in an email.
“Guggimon can hang out with The
Chainsmokers and Rico Nasty and the next
day drive his DeLorean through a
convenience store window. All our
characters wear real clothing labels, eat real
food and drive real cars. So it’s a mix
between reality and hyper-reality.”

That mix creates huge potential for
attracting eyeballs and making money.
There’s an endless potential for more
content and the creative scope is limited
only by what a computer can do.



Still, the ability to travel anywhere,
anytime doesn’t preclude an affinity for
home. In a recent Instagram post,
Seraphine is in her bedroom, cuddling her
cat above the caption “self care together!”
It has over 100,000 likes.

 
(An earlier version of this story wrongly stated Imma
had partnered with LVMH’s Celine. )

The neighborhood surrounding the memorial site for George Floyd, killed by a Minneapolis police officer in
May, has been a center of protest and activism. It’s also an area where people have reported less police
presence.
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Police Response
Slowed. The
Community
Stepped In.
In Minneapolis this
summer, 911 response times
increased as officers left the
force. Instead of asking for
more police, some residents
reimagined public safety for
themselves.

By Sarah Holder, Rachael Dottle, and Marie Patino

30 October 2020, 18:14 GMT+3 Updated on 31
October 2020, 01:15 GMT+3

Every night for the past several
months, pairs of bicyclists in high-
visibility vests fanned across
Minneapolis’s Powderhorn
neighborhood after sunset, and
stayed out until 2 or 3 in the
morning. They were there to keep
watch over the neighborhood, but
they don’t have any affiliation with
the police or city
government. Instead they’re



SHARE THIS ARTICLE residents of the community, there to
de-escalate or monitor incidents
they hear about by scanning their
social media and group chats.

The team, which calls itself the
Powderhorn Safety Collective, is

one of a handful of ad hoc community
safety groups that have emerged in the city’s south
side after a police officer killed George Floyd in May.
They’re taking an unconventional approach to
answering the question echoing in cities across the
country: What would a community that was less
reliant on police look like?

Minneapolis City Council members started asking
that question in earnest this June, pledging to
dismantle the existing police department and start
from the ground up. Activists, reformers and
abolitionists have been exploring the path to a police-
free future for decades. But in the Ninth Ward, says
Pouya Najmaie, an environmental lobbyist and a
founding member of the Powderhorn Safety
Collective, creating an alternative to traditional law
enforcement wasn’t a thought experiment. It was a
necessity. 
 
For many Black and brown Minneapolitans, calling
911 had never been an impulse, and watching Floyd
die under the knee of an Minneapolis Police
Department officer further eroded trust in the
institution. This summer, however, residents also
observed that even for those who did call 911, the
police were responding more slowly. In some cases, it
seemed they might not be responding at all. 
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“People are very distrustful that [police] can actually
do their job, and they're just not doing their job,” said
Oluchi Omeoga, an organizer with Minnesota’s Black
Visions Collective, a queer-led group that’s become a
leading voice in the movement to remake policing in
Minneapolis. “It's both, and.”
 
A Bloomberg CityLab analysis puts numbers to that
emerging dynamic. In June, the average time it took
for the police to assign a unit to 911 calls — the first
step to dispatching officers — had slowed by 88%
across all five precincts compared to the average
from 2019 to early 2020. By August, it was still about
40% slower than before May. A previous CityLab
report found that traffic stops were down 80% from
the period before May 25, the day of George Floyd’s
death. 

Read more: The Precipitous Drop of Police Traffic
Stops in Minneapolis

Not all these trends appear destined to stick. As
protests die down, the colder winter months arrive,
and the calls to disband the police department
soften, response times have begun recalibrating back
to pre-May levels. But the department may end the
year with at least one longer-term change in
resources: There are about 130 fewer officers than
there were a year ago, Police Chief Medaria
Arradondo told MPR News. Many of them are retiring
early, and more are likely in the process of leaving;
hundreds have reportedly applied for medical leave,
citing post-traumatic stress disorder. An
MPD spokesperson said there were 830 sworn
officers as of Oct. 15, but didn’t respond to any
other requests for comment.



 
Locals have debated any number of reasons why such
a slowdown in 911 response time might be
happening, from an act of political retaliation in the
face of scrutiny, to a reflection of depleted morale, to
the aforementioned lack of personnel. Whatever the
reasons, with rates for some violent crimes spiking in
the city amid economic devastation from Covid-19,
the trend illuminates another dimension of police
accountability: Just as over-policing can have
disproportionate adverse consequences for Black
people, the impacts of withholding police response
from communities can be harmful, too. 
 
“Despite our name, we have always considered lack
of police service to be the flip side of police brutality,
and sometimes just as damaging,” says Dave Bicking,
an organizer with Minneapolis’s Communities United
Against Police Brutality.

A Minneapolis Star-Tribune analysis of rising crime
rates found that while the trend has been observed
citywide, “in terms of raw numbers, the increase in
violence that intensified after the unrest over the
police killing of George Floyd is exacting a heavier toll
on neighborhoods already suffering the effects of
trauma, poverty and lack of access to adequate
health care.”
 
Slowed response times have happened before; so
have crime spikes that disproportionately affect
already-burdened neighborhoods. What’s different
this year, in this city, is how the community and the
reform-minded council have reacted to the reports of
insufficient police service. 
 



The mayor has released a proposal for next year’s
budget ahead of a December vote, and demands to
substantially reduce funding for the department are
not reflected. Several members of the city council
have walked back earlier sweeping pledges to
disband the department. But as calls grow to divert
some non-violent incidents from the police to crisis
intervention teams or mental health responders, the
department’s disengagement has also been taken as
more evidence that the public safety models that
exist aren’t working — and as motivation to create
new ones, faster. 
 
“Previously, I would get really angry calls that say,
hey, why aren't you funding the police more?” said
Steve Fletcher, a Minneapolis Council member who
represents the city’s Third Ward and has proposed
reforms unpopular with the police department in the
past. “And now the calls I'm getting are much more
reflective of the moment we’re in, I think, where
they’re saying: ‘What are we paying them for at all?
They’re saying they can’t help, they’re saying they
don’t have a strategy. Why the hell do we have
them?’”

For some residents, the city’s response hasn’t been
fast enough. And they’re starting to fill what they see
as a void on their own. 

‘The phones could ring forever’

In January, before the pandemic threw a wrench in
daily activities, Minneapolis police would take an
average of 23 minutes to arrive at the scene after
responding to the average 911 call. Priority 1 calls,



which concern the most urgent issues — shots fired,
threats to life or assaults, along with suspicious
vehicles or domestic disturbances — took the
shortest, at 10 minutes, and Priority 3 calls, like
parking problems, road hazards, loud music and
thefts reported after the fact took the longest on
average, at 40 minutes.

On May 25, it took one minute for the call about
Floyd’s alleged forged bill to be assigned to a unit,
and four minutes for the officers to arrive at the
scene. After that day, police started taking a lot
longer to arrive when called.

CityLab data shows that average response times this
summer went up about 40% from January to more
than 14 minutes for the most urgent calls, Priority 1.
They also went up 43% for Priority 2, and 28%, to
about a 51-minute response time, for Priority 3. 

This slowdown was especially apparent in the city’s
3rd Precinct, where Floyd was killed.

911 Response Times Jumped After Floyd's Death
Weekly average response time between a call entering the 911
queue to police unit assignment in Minneapolis' 3rd Precinct

Volume of Calls Doesn't Track With the Change in
Response Times
Number of 911 calls per week in the 3rd Precinct since January
2019

Source: Minneapolis Police Department

During the same period, the volume of 911 calls has
risen only marginally, and doesn’t match the spike in
response times Minneapolis saw in June and July.
That suggests that the police were not experiencing
an increase in demand for their services



commensurate to their more sluggish response. Aside
from volumes of calls, there were other factors: The
precinct's headquarters, which serves several wards
including 8 and 9, was burned down completely and
relocated to a downtown convention center farther
away from the neighborhoods it was meant to
serve. With potentially hundreds of fewer officers and
a frayed relationship with citizens, the department
was under greater strain. 

“They’re getting worn out. They’ve been working
non-stop with limited resources,” Minneapolis Police
Federation President Bob Kroll told the Minnesota
Reformer  this summer.

“My own sense is that this isn’t retaliation as much as
it is just everybody’s humanity in this moment,” said
council member Linea Palmisano, who represents
Ward 13, the southwest corner of Minneapolis. She’s
advocated for more mental health support and
coaching for police officers who she says have
experienced trauma. As the head of the city’s budget
committee, Palmisano will also have a say in
department funding this winter and has said
that more resources, not fewer, will be needed for
reform.

Some say changed policing in the zone was
intentional. Reports from residents and local news
have described the area around the Floyd memorial
as a “no-go zone,” where police appear to be
unwilling to engage — and unwelcome by many
residents. 

Especially in cases of enforcing minor infractions,
“not every decision to not engage in something is a



bad decision,” said council member Fletcher. But
even in dangerous instances, residents say something
changed. 

“In the period directly after George Floyd was killed,
during the uprising, the service from 911 was
essentially nonexistent,” said Bicking. “People had
the feeling that everybody must have just gone home.
The phones could ring forever, you could call 20
times and never get an answer.” 

‘No Man’s Land’

Minneapolis’s Eighth and Ninth Wards have been
ground zero for the city’s season of change. Their
border is marked by the corner of 38th and Chicago,
where a clerk working at a store called in a forged
$20 bill, and where then-Officer Derek Chauvin knelt
on Floyd’s neck for 8 minutes and 46 seconds on May
25. Now a memorial to Floyd, the intersection draws
visitors from across the city and country, who come
to pay tribute to his memory.

Over the summer, the area felt like “a disaster zone,”
said Alondra Cano, the city council member who
represents the Ninth Ward. Lake Street, a
thoroughfare that bisects the district, was overtaken
by peaceful protesters marching for Black lives, but
also by fire and chaos. New reporting from the
Minneapolis Star Tribune indicates that some of the
destruction was caused by far-right agitators, like the
Boogaloo Boys. Residents felt abandoned. “There
weren't any firefighters that were readily available.
And there weren't any police that were readily
available,” said Cano. “A lot of residents took it upon



themselves to put out fires and to engage with folks
who might be doing some harm out on the street.”

Members of Agape in downtown Minneapolis, after they were called to help respond to
looting. 

Steve Floyd

It was out of that “no-man’s land” that five resident-
led safety groups were born, she said, each



covering different Ninth Ward neighborhoods, none
of them officially designated by the city. In the
months following the height of the protests, the
groups got more organized and centralized. There’s
the Little Earth Protectors, a group of American
Indians who patrol the neighborhood around their
federally-subsidized housing complex in the East
Phillips neighborhood, and the Rock Steady Alliance,
which Najmaie describes as a citywide coalition of
racial justice activists and harm reduction
workers who emerged to provide aid at protests.
Agape, a group of 25 to 30 men, many of whom are
former gang members, post up near the George
Floyd memorial and respond to issues in the 40-block
radius around it; they sometimes combine
efforts with the Brown Berets, a group of Hispanic
and Latino residents. The Powderhorn Safety
Collective is run by a loose group of neighbors living
in the Powderhorn Park neighborhood, a diverse but
majority-white enclave historically home to leftists,
artists and working class folks. They patrol the
Powderhorn neighborhood by bike and on foot. 

The demographics, tactics and territories of each
collective vary, but a shared mission appears to unite
them: to take elements of public safety out of the
hands of the police, and into the hands of the
community.

The Powderhorn neighborhood was profiled in the
New York Times in June for its residents’ pledge to
“check their privilege” after Floyd’s killing. Part of
their reckoning was choosing not to call 911 for
incidents large and small, out of a fear that the police
would inflict more violence on the communities they
pledged to protect. When unhoused residents started



building a tent encampment down the street, the
community resisted the city’s initial push to evict
them, instead assigning volunteers to offer food,
support and security. Later, when several volunteers
pulled out of the area, Najmaie and a few other
neighbors decided to start informal patrols that
became the Safety Collective, to “make the housed
people feel safe, so that they will hopefully not be
calling 911 on the unhoused,” he said. (At the end of
July, the city removed the encampment.)



The homeless encampment at Powderhorn Park in July, which was later cleared by the city. 

Photographer: Aaron Lavinsky/Star Tribune via Getty Images

Since they started patrolling in July, Powderhorn
volunteers receive reports of incidents through the
app Discord, where their neighborhood group chat
has had between 1,000 and 1,300 active members.
They also proactively monitor activity through the
Citizen app, which culls 911 logs for geo-located
crimes-in-action, and another older-fashioned tool:
the police scanner. Often, what they’re responding to
is the sound of gunshots. Their intervention is “full-
service,” Najmaie says: they arrive at the scene of the
incident, assist in whatever way they can, and report
back with updates.

Agape, another one of the patrol groups, formed
after young men who lived near 38th and Chicago
observed what they saw as opportunistic vendors and
gang violence take over the George Floyd memorial,
says Steve Floyd, who’s lived in the area for 40 years
and acts as an adviser to Agape. “What happened
when George Floyd was killed, it made them change
their lives and find a different direction,” says
Steve Floyd. The group members put up barricades,
and started a security patrol. 



They aim to “let people understand that we have to
protect our own community even if police are not
going to be here,” says Floyd, “and then how it would
look if we didn’t have police.” 

Pouya Najmaie, founding member of the Powderhorn Collective.

Emilie Richardson/Bloomberg

The group has gone through several trainings on
mental health, mediation and de-escalation training,
and by now they’ve become a visible presence in the
neighborhood, there to break up assaults and relieve
tension on the street. “A lot of us don’t wear
bulletproof vests, and so it just has to depend on the
situation,” said Floyd. “Most of the time we can



intervene with our voice.”

The groups often work together. For altercations that
Powderhorn residents feel unequipped to handle,
they seek out other groups like Agape for
reinforcement. But even for incidents when
neighbors might want to call 911, Najmaie says it
hasn’t always felt like a viable option. “During the
uprisings, you probably had a 30% chance to 20%
chance of any kind of police answering to anything,”
said Najmaie. “By mid-summer, it was up to a 50% to
60% chance, if I was to guess, and then slowly rising.
Now, we're at a much higher percent chance.”

Because the Powderhorn Safety Collective is
embedded within the community, the collective will
often show up before police squad cars do, Najmaie
says. “Other times when they do show up, what we've
noticed is a very quick drive by and if you're lucky,
you'll get a searchlight,” he said. “And then that's it.”

A New Playbook

Fletcher believes that some individual officers have
actually exaggerated the impression among residents
that police are unresponsive. “I have a lot of
instances of officers telling businesses, telling
residents, ‘I don’t know if we’d be able to get to you if
you called and something happened,’” Fletcher said.
“That kind of building cynicism and building doubt
and building fear has a political impact.”  The MPD
did not respond to requests for comment on this
allegation.

 The time it takes for the police to answer Priority 1



calls did not slow as much as the total average did
this summer, indicating that the most urgent calls
continued to be answered in a timely fashion. This
could be partially thanks to actions by the police
department to recalibrate its work: After complaints,
the department has triaged its depleted number of
officers to prioritize answering 911 calls and pursue
investigations of serious incidents.

“In these very challenging times of COVID, budget
cuts and retirements, the MPD continues to evaluate
and reallocate the resources that we currently have to
best serve the City of Minneapolis, focusing on the
core responsibilities of a police department;
responding to 911 calls and investigations,” the MPD
told CBS Minnesota in a statement.  

Using fears about unanswered 911 calls as a
justification for increasing police resources has been
a familiar playbook in Minneapolis in the lead-up to
budget processes, said Fletcher and Bicking, the
community activist. “It works to the advantage of the
police department, as propaganda: you need us, and
there aren't enough of us,” said Bicking. In fact, it’s a
familiar playbook in many American cities. 

This time, it’s not having the same effect as it used to
in Minneapolis, says Fletcher. 

“The answer used to be we need 200 more cops and
now people are like, we need a whole new division
that handles this a different way that’s a non-police
approach, if policing is not solving the problem,” he
said. “That’s a really important political shift and it’s
a potentially really generative moment, because I
think people are thinking more critically than they



have.”

Andrea Jenkins, vice president of the Minneapolis City Council,
during a meeting in which council members declared they would
disband the police. Rhetoric on that plan has softened since. 

Photographer: Star Tribune via Getty Images/Star Tribune

The mayor’s proposed budget includes a suggested
$2.5 million in funding for alternative violence
prevention programs, and a 7.4% cut to the police
— far smaller than proposed cuts to other
departments. Many of the city council members who
once vowed to abolish the police have since clarified
that they’ll focus on systemic reforms — though not
all of them agree on what those should look like.



But there are signs that the community safety
monitors and the city's efforts may start to converge
as both groups explore what future policing might
look like.

As of September, there’s yet another group of
community members patrolling some of the same
neighborhoods in South Minneapolis, but these
individuals are paid by a new city “violence
interrupter” program with $1.1 million in funding.
Participants and leadership in the Office of Violence
Prevention program are clear that they do not want
to replace police, but instead focus on long-term
relationship building. In many cases, they use their
community connections to try to defuse tensions
before they turn violent.

“We don't want to wait for it to get worse to address
it, when we can see the writing on the wall,” said
Sasha Cotton, the director of the Office of Violence
Prevention, referring to concerns about gun
violence. Agape recently started conducting regular
nighttime patrols alongside the violence
interrupters. 



 Kaitlin Wolfgram-Gunderson of the Powderhorn Collective hangs
signs in the neighborhood about a meeting to seek community
feedback on the group’s model. 

Photographer: Emilie Richardson/Bloomberg

At a meeting with the Office of Violence Prevention
and city council members, several of the community
safety groups gathered to discuss how they could
support each other, and whether they could receive
city resources to buy tools like walkie talkies. Cano
has given Agape members access to an office on 37th
and Chicago, which they use as a “safe house and
hotspot,” says Floyd. Cotton, of the city’s Office of
Violence Prevention, says “there’s more than enough
work” to keep both city and civilian efforts busy so
long as gun violence remains a top concern. 

Still, there’s debate about whether the community
groups that coalesced in the immediate aftermath of
Floyd’s death are sustainable in their current form.
“Nobody’s getting paid, there’s not a lot of structure,
accountability,” said Fletcher. In one indication of
potential safety risks, Cano said a member of the
Little Earth Collective had been shot while out on
patrol, bringing up questions of liability and
insurance. (The group was not available for an
interview before publication.)



In the Powderhorn neighborhood, Najmaie says that
even as the upheaval of the summer dissipates, and
the group stops its nightly patrols for the coldest
winter months, he wants the collective to live on.
They’re readying for Election Day and
night, and for potential protests in the lead-up to
Inauguration Day. There’s a trial for Derek Chauvin
coming up next year. Unrest aside, the mission
statement of the Powderhorn Collective describes its
end goal as something broader than safety or
security: "strengthening the social fabric of the
neighborhood."

“People need to be involved in their communities,”
said Najmaie. “People need to feel like they have a
stake in things, and that they can change things.”

 

(Adds tout for story on police traffic stops. A previous
version of this story corrected the date of Floyd’s death. )

(Adds tout for story on police traffic stops. A previous
version of this story corrected the date of Floyd’s death. )
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